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REA 

•  Stimuli 
 - Monosyllabic Mandarin tone word quadruplets with different levels of linguistic attributes  

•  Participants 
20 young adult native speakers of Mandarin Chinese, 
right-handed, no musical training 

•  Paradigm 
 - Dichotic listening [5]: Two different auditory stimuli presented 
simultaneously, one to the left ear, the other to the right ear (Fig.2). 

 - Information processed through contralateral pathways (Fig.3).  Right ear 
advantage (REA) indicates left hemisphere dominance, typically found to be  
associated with processing of linguistic information. 

•  Analysis 
   - % correct identification in each ear 
   - Laterality index [6] : [(Right correct - Left correct) / (Right correct + Left correct)]*100   
                                    > 0  REA   
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Lexical tone has generally been found to be processed 
predominantly in the left hemisphere [1,2,3].  

However, given that tone is carried by a syllable or a word 
with segmental information and distinctive meaning (see 
Fig. 1), the processing of tone may not be easily 
disentangled from that of the phonetic segments and word 
meaning [4]. 

Condition Example Characteristics 
Word in context you1-yi4 (excellent), you2-yi4 (recreation)， 

you3-yi4 (beneficial), you4-yi4 (right-wing) 
tonal, phonemic, lexical & semantic 
information 

Word ju1, ju2, ju3, ju4 tonal, phonemic, & lexical information 

Non-word len1, len2, len3, len4 tonal, phonemic,  
but no lexical information 

Non-Mandarin syllable ziao1, ziao2, ziao3, ziao4 tonal, phonemic,  
but phonotactically non-Mandarin 

Non-Mandarin phoneme ngœ1, ngœ1, ngœ1, ngœ1,  tonal, 
But no native segmental information 

Hum tone1, tone2, tone3, tone4 Tonal information only 

Discussion & Further research 

ju2 ju1 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

 - Dichotic pairs: 2 words with same segments but different tone (comparable duration & intensity) 
   e.g.    ju1-LEFT       ju2-RIGHT 

•  Procedure 
   - Identification: binaurally presented stimuli; Inclusion criterion: >90% accuracy 
   - Dichotic listening: identify tone heard in each ear (blocked conditions, order counter-balanced) 

LEA 

Method 

Results 

Condition Left ear (SD) Right ear (SD) 

Word in context 64 (18) 69 (18) 

Word  82 (14) 84 (13) 

Non-word 79 (15) 81 (14) 

Non-Mandarin syllable 78 (14) 80 (14) 

Non-Mandarin phoneme 77 (14) 78 (14) 

Hum 79 (16) 81 (15) 

Lexical:      红 (red) 

In context: 红色 (red color) 

Tone：         tone 2 

Segmental: hong  

Fig. 1 

•  Laterality index 

-  All conditions show a 
tendency towards REA… 

-  however, only the word in 
context condition reveals a  
significantly greater degree of 
REA than the other conditions; 

-  no other significant 
difference is observed among 
the other conditions. 

So, 
-  a significantly greater degree 
of left hemisphere dominance 
(REA) for the word in context 
condition, a condition that is 
most linguistically relevant 
(i.e., with lexical semantic as 
well as phonetic and tonal 
information. 

-  At the single syllable level, 
no evidence that tone 
processing is affected by 
segmental or phonological 
attributes. 

Previous research has not examined the lateralization of tone independent of segmental and 
lexical semantic information.  

The present study explores how syllable-based tonal processing in Mandarin Chinese interacts 
with these different linguistic domains.  

: significant difference at p<.05 

•  % correct identification  

•  Summary of results 

•  Previous research [7] suggests that the processing of prosody may be determined by its linguistic functional load 
and/or acoustic features (e.g., the temporal frame length of a prosodic unit). The current results of a left hemisphere 
dominance for tone processing in disyllabic word context supports the functional load view as the increase of laterality 
level is associated with the increase in linguistic information. (Increase in temporal frame length would involve a 
lesser degree of left hemisphere dominance.) 

•  The similarity in processing the monosyllabic conditions suggests that tonal processing may be independent of the 
processing of segmental features. 

•  On-going further research 

Using EEG (electroencypholography) to examine the temporal relations of tone processing relative to the processing 
of the other linguistic domains, and compare native and nonnative processing of tone in these domains. 


